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What is the relationship between salaries and the \
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compensation; 14) pdblishing and administration carry much larger
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FACULTY SKILLS AND THn REWARD STRUCTURE IN ACADEME

by
Howard P. Tuckman, James H. Gapinski,and Robert P. Hagemann*

"In some universities the salary makes but a part, and frequently
but a small part of the emoluments of the teacher, of which the grea
part arises from the honoraries Or fees of his pupils. ;The necessi
of applibation, though always more or less diminished, is not in
case entirely taken away. Reputation in his profession is still
some importance to him, and he still has some' dependency upon t
affection, gratitude; and favourable report of those who have
upon his instruction; and these favourable- sentiments he is
togain in no way so well as by deserving them, that is, by
ties and diligence.with which he discharges ever5/, park of

Adam Smith, The Wealth o

f / ti

ded

1776

Academicians have been accused of,being preoccupies with the abstract and

of devoting much time and energy to the solution of Problems which have little

practical significance: This stereotype is true in ,/but only in part.

der iv7rebuttal tothe indictment,

pyiagmatic question whit strikes

of it ntation, it reads, "What

theoretical, methodo-

tistable

,

CoUnterexamples are many. And almost as if im

a nunber of academicians recently address-% a v

literally close.to their home Stri

determines my salary?" The researcherd, fo

logical, and professional instincts,'have

fornd, and they have examined various

C4
by.dex. Not surprisingly, women fa

colleagues ceteris par;hus.
i/

This paper brings to the in a new, co4rehensive data set, and it ela-
,

g their

ced serval/

among them salary diffk

shown to4arn less than the

ntials

ma3.e

(>0
borates on hypothesized relation between ariee and the functioning of the

academic marketplace., ifi it pod -tee that the salaries of faculty

*Associate pro
Florida State Uni
the data used in th
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members are determined to a substantial degree by-market valuation of their skills.

The skill markets, however, may differ across 011iiplines and sexes, and iherefpre

the reward for a,given'skill may differ correspondingly. The data base of the

study is stratified according to these two charaCteristics,ed regression

analysis'is applied separately to each stratum. This posture frees-the equation

specification from the restrictive assumption fodnd in the literature that the

Salary effects of discipline and sex cap bre captured entirely by intel.c.ept dummiPs;

instead, it permits ft test of that assumption..

Section I amplifies" the skills hypothesis, and Section I", describes the

__data and thmodel. Section III reports the empirical results for male faculty

while-Section IV,compares the results for males and females. .toncluding.r-bmments

appear to Section V.

I. The Market for Faculty Skills

1

Many academic dePartments.desire facult5) skilled in teaching, researth,

public service, and administration. Individuals with these skills can potentila

provide benefits to their department ranging from increased student enrollments,

to outside grant funding, to recognition by the university, local 'community, and

discipline at large. Two points are evident. First, faculty members usually do

not possess these skills in equal measure,
1 Effedtive administrators are not

necessarily the most able researcher*, and those skilled in public service may be

weak teachers. Since skills take time to develop, faculty to sane extent choose

among competing alternatives, and the return from each skill should affect their

decisions. 'Mover, the diverse returns may have influenced the choice of skills

1Alternatively, it might be argued that faculty possess these skills in

eqUal measure but fail to cultivate them equally. For a poltmic explanation of

why this occurs, see van den Bergh. (1970, c.6).

3
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'developed in graduate school. '.Second, departments face an'allocation problem:

Given limited resources, they can hire only a few facultyand prip 'ties rust be
-

observed. Whom a' department selects depends on the importance it, gives to the

package of skills offered by each potential faculty member.and(on the premium

those skills command in the ma-rket.
2 Tenure regulations,

alternatives, prohibit rapid adaptation to changing de ental needs.

The stock ofAecash_type of faculty skill avai e in the marketplace is

relatively fixed in the short run. If the demand a given skill increases,

h limit a departthent's

-the price paid to faculty for this skill will ease thereby creating salary
,

differential& among faculty. In the long the number of faculty possessing

the desired skill will increase and'thus

,

Whit is the market reward for .0

In the absence of a_ comprehensive t

tivel appraise theteaching outp
-/

/ c.,)

head or othe ecision ker c bably identify outstanding and poor teachers

w the differential among skills.
3

ending teaching? -The evidence.is

y of learning ents'msy not effec-

of their faculty. Nevertheless) the department

through contact with bersiand evaluations by students.

If a department`w to offer4Uter61 rewards to good 'teachers; it can

discriminate amory fact on the be 's of their teaching abilities. A problem.'

arises when outfitandi eachers attempt t .-sell their skills to 'other institutions'

/- ,

or when'new,Ph.D.' er the 'Jo? market. Good teachers are normally known

locally; itiis di f cult to gain a national reputation for one's teaching skills

iuMi-for. new faculty are lower 'than those,to established faculty

since are more likely to have imested time inta speciality. Once a

perso ed to. cultiyate a particular Skill, it is difficult fdr, him to chagge

dire tiion i e time is necessary to make. a 'shift. This introduces short-run

rig to the marketplace.- s
, e .

ary need not be the only factor causing faculty to augment their backA-

the demanded skills. Greater job options, increased prestige, and more

ties for creative work also.play A WIG. Nothing reported in this paper

ed to minimize the importafice of nonpeouniary retws.



as Brown (1965, pp. 203-06) reports. Consequently, the demand for those with

outstanding teaching skills may be-limited and the price paid, for these skills

low.

I 4=

IP
The dgmand for faculty-with research-skills is likely to differ from that

for teachers. The'output of researchers is moire visible; consisting of articles,

books, and ether published pieces which usually attract a'national audience.- The

quality of_a researcher's.work Can be more readily-judged by experts; and its

worth can be valued in terms of the grants it bringi and its effects, on the

national reputation of the researcher.
4

When one adds the prospect,that researchers

may be more versatile with quantitative and analytic.,techniques than are teachers,

both suppliy and demand forces would seem to place a relative premium on research

skills. This premium should be at least partially reflected in the salary incre-

menti received from the publication of articles and books.

1

Public-service entails meeting with communities and public organizations,

-

working on departmental-or university committees, and performing charitable or

educational activities. Some departments regard these activities highly and

demand'faculty successful in building contacts and pyramiding their outsidein-

volvemente. However, as in the case of teaching, such activities are more inclined

. .

to receive' local rather than national recognition. The market far faculty with

these skills may be circum4oribed given the difficUltiss,inherent.in determining
. .

a.faculty member's public service abilities.

.

Administrative skills are largely learned on the job. While grant man-

agement, departmental and university duties, and prior work experiences

4
4
Noi all research has practical N-4140. Moreover, the significance of seminal

work is often recognized by hindsight. *Some types of research activities are of
immediate value to a department, and these are most apt to be rewarded. Whether

. such reward policies-impede in-depth scientific inquiry has pod yet been analyzed.
."
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prokridefaculty with some skills, much administrative experience it human capital

specific. Furthermore, administrative skills are.not easillmeasured, and thus
_

. .T.
-:.*

the market:for this type of skill may be lithited. But because aAministrators,have..
. .

a supervisory role in- he department, their salami--is.likely.to,be higher than

that of other faculty.

most fdculty enter the jbb market possessing more than one skill, and the

salary an individual is offered presumably includes a return for, each skill valUed

-by the employing department. Different, disciplines may, assign different weights

to given skills, and hence, the structure of salaries could'vary by discipline. It

might also 1ary by sex as males and females may be subject to dissimilar supply

and demand pp& omena.
a

II. The Data Base and Model Specification

The data used in this research were gathered by'the American Council on

Education as part of a'1972-73 national cross- section' study of faculty. ACE
0

selected 301 institutions representing diverse institutional types, levels of

-selectivity, and amounts of wealth. Included are 78 universities;

.

.

181 four-Oar collegeg, and 42 ,junior or community colleges. The original
A . .

. ,

mailing to these schools involved:108,722 individuals; two follow7up mailings,

together with the original, produced 53,034 responses. A more complete description
r.

of the ACE data-file is found in Bayer (1973, pp. 1-5).

Interest in returns to various academic skills dictates, that of all respon-

dents to the ACE questionnaire only full-time university faculty be considered.

**.5.i
These are drawn f six-grouped disciplines: .

\5
For a general pnesentirion cg this view, see Brown (1967, pp. 62-63,66);

its application to econcimics specifically appears in Reagan (1975).
. .

\
I

-
..

-
. _
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. Social Science Liberal Ar ts

.r AnthiopOlogy omics

Geography . H ory

Political SOlence 'Psychology
Sociolog

Math - Engineers

',Civil Engineeri
electrical Engl. eering

Mathematics

English
Maio

Biological Sciences
<Biochemistry

Botany
,Zcolcpy

Professions
. Education
Law
Medicine

-,- Pharmacy_ .

Physical,Sciences
Chemistry
Earth Science
Physics

The revised data file,, with incomplete responses deleted, consists of.16,420

.,faculty, of Which 15,161 are male and 1,259 are female.
6

. To determine tbe returns to select skills, a model is postul?te? which has

roots in those of Katz (1973) and Johnson and Stafford (1974). A list anl,brief

.discussiorf of the variables follow.

Salary": Income received by a faculty member from the employing instf-

tution for contractual services. Excluded are consulting fees,

royalties, and other sources of income beyond the ken of the
institution, the implicit assumption being that universities
do not consider a person's outside sources of income in setting
salary levels.

taticles,and Books: Total published as of 19f2-73. These variables are

taken to reflect research skill. The number of articles is
partitioned into 6 groups (1-2, 3-4, 5-1,0; 11-20, 21-50, >50),

each represented by a dummy variable which assumes a unit value
when articles published fall in the corresponding group and zero

otherwise. Books are, partitioned into 4 categories (1-2, 3-4,

5-10,-and >10) with a dummy assigned to each. The same "1-0"

criterion applies. This stratification of publications can be

used to examine whether they exert a linear or nonlinear effect

on faculty salaries. ACE did notcompile continuous publication

variables. ,01

Teaching Award: A dbmmy variable with unity indicating that an individual

has received a teaching award, While a measure of teaching

r

6ACE dei.eloped a complex weightingscheme for making the faculty data repre-
.

setitive of the entire population of cbllege and university teaching faculty..'
These have not been used here &ince the weights are based on the teachiwg,rather

than the total faculty community. 10;400 'of oursamplei-howevert tuggests

that in terms of representativeness re should be at least as appropriate as the

NSF Natio*. Register,. -H
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quality ranging from poor to outstanding might be preferable to
the award variable, such a measure is unavailable as,some
departm'nts sampled do not rate faculty on teaching performance

and others follow disparate rating schemes. It is probable,,

however, that our award variable identifies high proportion

of those with outstanding teaching skills.

Public 'Service: A dummy variable which equals unity if the faculty

member is currently engaged in unpaid public service.-. Since

organizational work typically involves long-term commitments,
the current service iable should reflect past service as well..

Administration: This skill 'is introduced by two dummies. The fir-st

denotes (by 1) the individual who currently lists administration
as the prime work activity; the second, denotes (by 14 the faculty,

member who previouily was a dean' o.dePartment head.

Experience: 'Number of year sinbe-tdc.parson received the highest degree.

.Ii enters as a quadratic-in:the:Johnson-Staffovd.laahionto
allow for diminishing marginal returns to experienci.--- inge skill

Variables are explicitly included in the model, this v iabli-tayA

be interpreted as measuring the effect of experience n salary

net of those increments which result-from the cultiva n of

specific skills,
. .

Ph.D.: ,A dummy variable with a unit value when a person has a Ph.D'or

its equivalent.

Start Length of time taken to oomplete the deg ree. Defined as year

highest degree minuvyear of birth, this variable 'represent

1. starting age at the point when'the Ph.Dis received. It e ers

interactively with the Ph.D. and.experierce variables to dmit

,
-interdependencies of the Johnson-Staffard;type. ,-''

.4, .. . _

Eleven-Mouth Salary and,a1Queerrt: Ddmmy vari- les designed to

I. reflect the characteristics of- the institution erd'a-faculty
t

"le: ': . member works. The first' assumes unity if the hontracual period

. of employment is 11 months. Quality enters through two dummies

with unity assigned to the relevant variable ilf the department's'

.
rating falls in the 3.1-4.0 or 4.1-,5.0 interval of the Roole-

.
Anderson (197Orscale. The most favorable rating 5.

. .

.

',...&....))eel....R01.0it.: Dummy variables for North, Great Lakes,, and South-

-:., east to 4;104 for regional differences in labor markets. Unity

is assigned to a dummy when a,445rtment is located in the -
4

..-e'

t 4

Y ... .
,

% ' A

must 'be recognized that the dummies f9r administration .and Public

service sti.ictly speaking represent activities father than skills. It seems

. treasonable -to assume, however, ,that faculty participating in these endeavors

-.inherently foossessabertain level of the requisite skills and enhance tiled in

"tie line of duty. In -short, the dummies serve as pro'cies,for skills:

I -8
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corresoonding region. Southwest and-West combine to form the

region of refer'ence.

Black Faculty: A dummy with a unit value when the faculty, member is black.

This equation was-fitted to the ACE data by. ordinary least squares, and a

complete analysis of covariance followed to determine if the salary structure

,'could be regarded at identical across the twelve discipline-sex-groups., The

answer returned unequivocally negative; the null hypotheses -of overall, intercept,

and slope homogeneity were l- -soundly reiectedatthe 5% level. But perhaps the

salary structure differed-only by sex, not by discipline. That is, males might

display one uniform.structure across disciplines and females another: The theee
. .

hypothesedfor this scenario were tested at 5% and rejected.- A third possibility
,

of homogeneity across sexes for given disciplines. remained. This cross -cut, how

ever, posed

* ftmales in

a minor problem because it accentuated the small sample sizes for

liberal arts, math- engineering, biological sciences, and physical

sciences. The female regressions forthesefemaciated,disciplines seemed unfepre-
- r

Sentative, and consequently the four data Fours iiere deleted.from further consid7

,
,

eration. For.social sciences and professions, which boasted.mueh larger female
,0

'

_
,

samples, the trio of homogeneity hypOtheabs was rejected at ft. This evidence-

. :urged a separate investigation of salary f each discipline-sex group.

III. 'Einpirical Analysis.of the',Salary Structure for .Males

Table 1 presents the outcome of fitting the salary equation to data on male

.

-faculty in each discipline. The coefficient of any variable in a given set of

dummies is interpreted relative to the categorif exoluded,from tnat set.:For examplee.

the coefficient of 3-4 articleb shows the extra salary which a.facultyhaving

that-number of articles earns relative to one who published np hrtieift:8 All
.

. , -
,A skill coefficient represents theriliMilan circumstance. oi,the

'41ready in that category; It. might not signi6 the return which aseison just

--irntsring-thirtcategpry-weuld receive.
e,



ESTIMATED EALAP;', EO;JATION 'roa FACULTY BY DISCIPLINE

. 7ressiort .Coe'fFi'cre n t
31->c Sci Lib /TT ,Protesn :tat Lug Ito Sei Phy Sci

Articles
4235
562t

1,4410*
1,258*
2,621*
4,219*

426*
1,424*,
2;515*
1,995*

$ 318
780t

1,224*
2,387*
3,435*

-5,851*

122
7771- .

.1,710*
'2,216*

$1,0911,
1,0001-
2,125*
3,152*
5. , *
9,

-242-
-9001-

-1,249*
1,697*

$1,040*--$---2'60
. '1,383* -175

1,558* 56
2,772* 1,032
4,352* 1,982
6,205* 5,006*

4441- -426
1,073* 639
1,407* 515

699

$1,296
1,4895 .

1,4881-
1,837*
3,170*
6,016*

4321-
6251-
9041-

1,067

1-2
_3-4
5-10

'11-20
21-50

>50
Bodks

1-2
3-4
5-10
>10

Teachiw Award . 2765 s 280 76 217 6155 -246
Public Service '643* 410! 404 633* 175 675*

Administration
Current 3,403* 2,988* 3,105* 2,65.* 3,1S09* '3,610*
Previous 1,448* 2,337* -81 1,964* 1,011* 1,94311-

perience 52'8* 279* 666* 4 588* 546* 547*

Emerience -Squared - 8* - 25 - 8* -8* - 9*
Ph.D. 1,9251- -1,938t. 6,371* 2,761* -527 1,832C
Start 435 ,-83* 111* 81* -13 33

"§-1117 x Experience' -.3 -.4 -1 E-3* - '31- .4
Start x Ph.D., -26 '114* 8* -16 . 88 -23
Qualkty of Dezdrtment

1,098*, 841* 729M 743* 2,185* 646*3.1-4.0

,Region of Department
1,297* 042 -3,7241 _ 1,030* 2,016*

s .

1,539*

North 1,426* 7001- 1450* ; ?,,652* A.,089* 872*

Great Lakes 844*. ,6211- 406 *787* -177 657*

Southeast 1,187* .372 527 Awe 341 837*

Eleven-Month ,Salary 32.,784*, 1,214* 3,6,38 3,537* 2,608* 3,520*
Black Faculty ,858 120 1,390 171 1,056 1,403'
Constant 6,543* 10,781* 4,901* 4,416* 17,865*. 5,335*

(It2 .59 .64 .44 .62 .63 ,.61
Sample Size 4,687 1,497 3,188 2,195 1,046 2,548

or. S: significant `at 1%, *5%, cz' 10% respecti:tely.

5,
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significance tests 'are F's.

Calaries of males vho publish ar 'cicles generally rise monotonically with

articles produCed. The obvious departure from this pattern occurs for biological

sciences-in the early stages of production. Only the last coefficient is signi-'

ficant, however. The configurations for book coefficients are considerably more

disparate across fields. Liberal arts and physical sciences reveal continual

increases; social sciences and math - engineering trace an inverted "V," the drop

being associated with category >10. The reduced coefficient for math4figineeting

is insignificant. That for social sciences is significant and may'reflegt a
.

tendency for the highest category to_contain revised texts, readers, or other

edited volumes not particularly valued by departMentq in that discipline. Unfor-

tunately, the ACE data provides/OR'information,to check this hypothesise The

coefficients for biological sciences display a sartoothed movement, but none are

significant. 'Esped'iaily annpying are those-for professions: faculty who write

,
,.

.

,

books receive lowor s4aries than their colleagues who do not. This result may

,
point tb a basic compositional heterogeneity within individual' professions.

Physicians, for example, may shun book writing"yet command high salaries while

the reverse might apply to echrs. The curiosum is' currently being explor4d.

FrOm the article and book coefficients, a return per publication can-be

.

extracted. Those figures appear in Table 2.. In computing Average returns, the

*
.

. ,

,midpoint of each publication interval was usedMidpoints for >50 and >10 were

taken as 65 and 12 respectively.. Except forthe maverick biological sciences',

articles evidence a tendency for diminishing returnso'b he rate of-declina for

/
,

4

t the first several articles differd strikingly arong conformists. Liberal.arti
.

displays a slight undulation in the stages. Average returns fOr books-. /

/ .
/.

- i

/ either decline Continually or first rise professions excluded.

e4
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Table 2

KAM PER PUBLICATION BY MALE FIACJLTY
IN EACH DISCIPLINE

Articles
1-:2

3-4

5-10

11-20
21-50

'>50

Soc Sci Lib Art Profess Mat Eng BioSci Phy Sci

$ 285

e

$ 212 $ 727 $ 693 $ 173 4 $ 364
161 223 286

.
5 - 50% 425

135 163 283 2 8 7 198

-113 154 ' 203 17 ' 67 119
. 74 97 149 123 . ' 56 89

65 90 139 95 77 93

284 81 - 161 296
$ . 4

- 2811 '288''
407 222 - 257 307 1R , 179

335 228' - 161 - 189 59 121
166 185 - 141%. - 37 58 .99

op

410

1.

1

.

12 \

-
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Outstanding teaching appears tb yield a low nete of return; in five of

the six disciplines teaching excellence receives a smaller reward than does nom-

'final publication of articles. Public service generafly seers mere lucrative'

than teaching,. but 3-4 Articles usually swamp that return. Current administrators

enjoy large salary adjustments, earning at least $2,600 more than those free of

111
such responsibilities. In each discipline the gain from current administratioh

is at minim= three '.:Imes that from teaching and,public service combined. It is

matched only by exteuaive article publication. Administrators do receive suk-

stantial compensation for the loss of national visibility which their jcb typically

entails. 401,

E;rperience evidences diminishing marginal returns for all disciplines,

and this finding fit's a.popular mold. The severity of diminishing returns differs

e
across fields, however, as does the point of negative returns. Figure 1 vividly

_illustrates these features,. The individuals being compared are whites who nom-
.

plted their doctorates at age CO (the mean for all a istrata) and 'ho are employed ,

on a 7,ine-month basis in an unranked' western department. Publi4hers,pitstanding

ceachers, public servants, end. a istrators.are ruled out. Diminishing retu

s, and there negative returns do not .materi-
.

kset in most grad-.1a1ly for liberal

alize'through'35 years of experience (age 65). 'Professors are also free of nega-"
tive returns over the We'range. For the other disciplines, negdtive returns

surface between30 andlWg years of experience.
9

In ccefOrmity with casual empipicism, rig Ph.D. always increases salary.

This direct relationship is masked at times, but ;it readily emerges when the inter-
.

9
As Scholars mature their accomplishments grows, and the resulting

salary increments impart "steps" to the earnings-experience This complica-
#OR has been omifted from Figure I under ceteris paribus,

13- .

4*
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active.tomponent wirn 'ZtEmt is taken intc account. ror example, given a startingr

age of 30, the,Ph.D.-ctdefficien/ts for liberal arts and biological sciences,beco

.

*$1,482 and $2,113 respeqively. Black faculty are portrayed as earnin more than.

1

e

whites, and this result is consistent in the regressions. Equally con istent,

.

however, is the insignificance of the coefficientsla

Comparison of the male salar5 structure across disciplines reveals some

obvious similarities along with some marked.discrepancies. Attention now turns'

to the distaff side of the ACE data file.

IV. Contrapuntal Structures for Women and Men

The salary equations estimated for female 'social scientists and profes-,

sionals are reported,in Table 3. In both disciplines articles geherate a mono-

tonic salary improvement save in the'extreime category for social sciences, where

the ccafficient is supported by a cell count of only 2. Theie patterns fcr ar-

ticles year a noticeable similarity to the respective conformations for The

implied average returns, however,. contrast with men's; they do not decline con-

tinually. Book coefficients mimic the movements established earlier,, and the

negative coefficient for social science reflects the predicament females.

Current adminis*.ators are again handsomely rewarded though less than their male

counterparts.

Experience affects salaries in the mannersuggested by Johnson and Stafford

. (1974). The coefficient of experience,'$, + $2 Start, is less positive for.:e-

males than for_males in both disciplines while that of the quadratic term is less

negative for telltales in both. A catch:up'phenomenon is implied; the salary dif-

ferential, although idcreasing initially, Increases at,a decrsasing rate until it

begins to shrink. Given sufficient time, the differential would be driven to zero.

Figure 2 shows the cxperiente-earnifigs profiles for embiand women in each fiel4 the
.

Expefiments allowing the effect of race to permeate all regression ..

coefficients could not be perfor6ed due the small number of black respondents.
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tSTTMATED 6:LATLEQUATTON A'.) PEW-PUBLI6ATION,
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sane conditions underlying the previous figure apply. It is clear that once the

parity point is passed after graduation the salary disparity widens through 35

years of experience. The catch-up process begins at 44 years of'experience for

social sciences and at 39 years for professions-- at age 74 and 69 respectively.

Catching up is complete, with the salary_differential totally eliminated, at

experience levels of 87 and 76 years-- 117 and 106 years of age. This somewhat

amusing mental exercise demonstrates that experience which does not develop

specific skills provides females with little hope for salary equality. A corollary

statement is that for women to attain parity their vitae must be longer. More of
. .

this anon.

The theme of salary differentials between sexes is pursued further in

Table 4. There the coefficients from Tables 1 and 3 are manipulated to yield,

salaries for males and females 'ho possess like skills. Unterlying this expertl
,

-

ment are givens identical to those- -for' Figure 2 with an amended starting age of

31 and an added stipulation of 13 years'eXperience, the means for the four relevant

data groups. The resulting salary figures may fall,short of today's standard

because they have not been. adjusted for the inflation which foll4ed 1972-73. For

all skill combinations listed, females earn less than males. Evem.the skill

packJge most favorable to females from all possible packages leads -to a lower
,

,

salary.

Women earn less thavcomparable men.' The next 'question is obvious:
How

many extra credentials are secessery for women faculty_to reach salary parity?' One

.

way to handle this question is to bestow marious.combinatione of skills on a
. .

. -

'female and to oompare.her codseiueht s with that for a isle having given skills
V,..-

: ' : -,_ .,

'The Onlber of possible, -combinations, howevers. quite large, and because of the

i .

r.-
__, '

didhotO0ous nature-of the skill variables,exact parity-woUicybe diffibult to

.

p,

18



Table 4

SALARY COMPARISONS FOR MALE AND FEMALE.FACULTY

Skill Package

Social Sciences
remale Male Salary
Salary Salary Relative*

WITH LIKE SKILLS
Professions

Female Male Salary
Salary Salaiy Relative

No Skills $12,923 $14,391 .898 $12,875 $16,575 .777

3-4 Articles 13,651 '14,953 .913 - 15,476 17,575 .881

11-20 Articles 14,091' 16,149 .873 17,756 19,727 .900,

Outstanding Teaching 13,341 14,667 .910 12,317 16,'651 . .740

Public Service 13,645 15,034 .908 12,791 16,979 .753

Cur. Administration 14,453 17,794 .812 14,996 19,680 .762

11-20 Articles, 16,135 18;664 .864 16,540 18,478 .895t

5-10 BOA

11-20 Articles, 15,621 19,552 -.799 19,877 22,832 .871

Cur. Administration..

21-50 Articles, 18,210 21,839 .834 20,990 24,058 .872

3-4 Books,

Cur:!.Administration

3-4 Articles, 14,791 15,872 .932t 14,854 18,055 .822

-Outstanding Teaching,
Public Service

0

* Female salary/male salary.
t Minimum salary difference froi all possible skill packages.

19'
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construct. An alternative tack is to d ive from the discrete variables a skill
-\.

measure whi6h is continuous and to use th measure in locating parity.
,..

Thisis

done in Table 5which is premised-on theme conditions as Table 4. The-total

.return columns present. the total extra sala4 resulting from article publication.

`These figures were computed by linearly inferpSlating the article coefficients in

tables land 3 over the midpoints.of the publication intervals.' The FEAR (Female

ExtrA cRe(..antials) ratio is simply the female's salary inclusive of the return

to articles divided by the salary of an unskilled male, the latter being $14,392

or $16,5754' Thus a female social scientist who publishes 8 articles and has no

other credits earns $12,923 + $895 5 $13,770, which i5\96 percent of an unskilled

male's...salary. The social scientist achieves parity wi h 20 articles; the pro-

fessional, with 11. Put in these terms, the salary disp Sty is appreciable.

The final regression result considered_ii_

female faculty: iris large and sinifi6mt in both cases The repetition of a

positive coeflipkent in Tables i and 3 punctuated with significance should weaken

even the staunchest purist into at least a tentative conclusion about affirmative

action. From the "no skills",salaries in Table 4, it is easy, to show that black

males and black females,earn more than white males, whe in turn earn more,than-

white females. White women., not blacks, may be the disadvant4ed. It must be '

cautioned, however, that the small percentage of blacks in the data (<1%) may

render the results atypical. As Tuckman (1976) reveals, the less prestigious black

universities are underrepresented in the sample.

V. Concluding Comments
.

They structure of faculty salaries differs by discipline and sex. These

:differenCei' damental, and they cannot be capturedby the mere insertion of

'intercept dummies to the estimating equation. This finding; which encompasses
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- Table 5

SCHEDULE OF EXTRA CREDENTIALS FOR FEMALE FACULTY

Hurter'
of

Articles

Social Sciences Professions
Total
Return

. FEAR
Ratio

Total
Return

FEAR
Ratio

5. $ 784 .957 $ 2,716 .941
6 821 .955 2,793 .945

.7 858 .958 2,870 .950
8 895 .960 3,031 .CO 0

9 932 .963 3,278 .975

10 968 .965 -- 3,525 .989

.11 1,004 .968 1,771 1.004
12 1,041 .970 4,018 1.019
13 1,077- .973 4,264 1.034
14 - 1,113- .975 4,511 1.049
15 1,150 .978 4,758 1.064
16 1,200 .981 4,934 1.074
17 1,263 .986 .5,040 1.081
18 1,326 .990 t.,146 1.087
19 1,390 .995 5,252 1.094'
20 1,453 .999 5,358 1.100
21- 1,516 1.003 5,464 1.106
22 1,579 1.008 5,570 1.113
2a 1,643 1.012 5,676 1.115

'1,706 cls1.017 5,782 - 1.126
"25 1,769 '1.021 5,888 1.132
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a large segment of the academic communirty, raistc doubt about the appropriateness '1

.4

oethe basic assumptions underlying Kati'S (1973) '..tork on faculty salaries. Of

the skills examined here,. teaching and public 'service yield low compensation.;

.

publishing'and administration carry much larger ibturns.

Women earn less than men with likecharatteristics, and this disparity,

'measured in terms of the extra credentials needed fOr salary equivalence, appears

substantial. Strict inferences apolit sexual,ditcrimination drawn from thieJcpriclu-

sion, however, must be accompanied by_a key proviso of equal or smaller female

supplies. The limited evidence on this point, contained in the-ACE data file is

inconclusive. One is'nevertheless tempted to ask why separate markets exist for

?en and women if not because- of iscritination,

The salary catch-4,phenomenon of Johnson and Stafford (1974) is detecte
-

by the regressions, but the opportunity provided for women to achieye salary

equality is vacuous. It must be recogdized, of'course, that the role of experience

-

id the preSent skills context differS from that assignq'by Johnson and Stafford.

In\eir study experience essentially subsumes the skill variables broken out

here for special consideration. With'the rewards to specific female skills now

articulated, women .can assume a more active role in the pursuit of salary parity

than Johnson and Stafford concede. They' at least haVe,a,NIF clue about which direction
.

to steer their academic career's to hasten the diminution of sala5y differentials.

According to a fundamental principle .of freshman economics, a rational

individual strives "to maximize the abstraction. utility. This paper, by illumi-

nating some of the parameters in the acadamician's_budget constraint% may permit
-

_ -

the attainment of highei utility levels.' The salary perspective which it defines

should enable savants to ascertain, the market value of their skills and to judge,

for themselves the equity of their return in the salary structure currently Octant

22
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at.their. universities. That dame perspective can also provide useful criteria
. ,

for future salary negotiations either by fatuity individually or by their

representatives.
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